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INTELLIGENT MULTI-MODE WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER SYSTEM

Field of the Disclosure

[0001] The present disclosure relates to providing wireless power to electric or electronic

devices and more particularly to improving the wireless transfer of power to devices for charging

and/or sustaining power to those device loads.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Common electric or electronic devices consume significant levels of electric power with

use and a considerable amount of usage occurs while away from main alternate current (AC) power

sources traditionally used to supply power to such devices. Due to battery storage limitations, the need

for frequent recharging exists in order to sustain device operation. Furthermore, the prevalence of

portable electronic devices and devices operating in areas where immediate physical connection with a

traditional power source is unavailable, has resulted in increased complexity for management and

maintenance of connected electrical power adapters and traditional power sources dependent on power

conducting cables.

[0003] Current solutions to this problem are based on a singular type of wireless power transfer

typically involving restrictions on use and distance that result in either higher power at short distances

or lower power at greater distances. There is a lack of intelligent systems that provide a comprehensive

multi-mode wireless power delivery solution without said limitations.

SUMMARY

[0004] In a first embodiment, a method is provided that includes identifying, by a power

transferring unit, a power receiving unit in a proximity of the power transferring unit. The method

further includes determining whether the power receiving unit is in a near field range or in a far range

of the power transferring unit, receiving a power status from the power receiving unit and generating,

in the power transferring unit and based on the power status, a directed energy signal from a power

transferring unit to the power receiving unit when the power receiving unit is within a far range of the

power transferring unit. The method includes generating, in the power transferring unit and based on

the power status, an inductively coupled field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the

power receiving unit is within at least a near field range of the power transferring unit.

[0005] In a second embodiment, a device is provided that includes a memory configured to store

instructions and a processor configured to execute the instructions. When the processor executes the

instructions it causes the device to perform steps to identify a power transferring unit in a proximity of

the device, determine whether the device is in a near field range or in a far range of the power

transferring unit and transmit a power status of the device to the power transferring unit. The processor



also executes instructions to cause the device to receive, based on the power status of the device, a

directed energy signal from the power transferring unit when the device is within a far range of the

power transmitting unit and receive, based on the power status, an inductively coupled field that is

resonant with the power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at least a near field

range of the power transferring unit.

[0006] In a third embodiment, a method is provided that includes identifying, by a power

receiving unit, a power transferring unit in a proximity of the power receiving unit. The method also

includes determining whether the power receiving unit is in a near field range or in a far range of the

power transferring unit, transmitting a power status to the power transferring unit and receiving, in the

power receiving unit and based on the power status, a directed energy signal from the power

transferring unit to the power receiving unit when the power receiving unit is within a far range of the

power transferring unit. The method also includes receiving, in the power receiving unit and based on

the power status, an inductively coupled field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the

power receiving unit is within at least a near field range of the power transferring unit.

[0007] In yet another embodiment, a device is provided that includes a means to store

instructions and a means to execute the instructions. When the means to execute the instructions

executes the instructions, it causes the device to perform steps to identify a power transferring unit in a

proximity of the device, determine whether the device is in a near field range or in a far range of the

power transferring unit and transmit a power status of the device to the power transferring unit. The

means to execute instructions also executes instructions to cause the device to receive, based on the

power status of the device, a directed energy signal from the power transferring unit when the device is

within a far range of the power transferring unit and receive, based on the power status, an inductively

coupled field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at

least a near field range of the power transferring unit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of a system for providing intelligent wireless power to

a device load, including a power transfer unit (PTU) and a power receiving unit (PRU), according to

some embodiments.

[0009] FIG. IB is a schematic illustration of a PTU, according to some embodiments.

[0010] FIG. 1C is a schematic illustration of a PRU, according to some embodiments.

[0011] FIG. ID is a schematic illustration of a charge management integrated circuit (IC),

according to some embodiments.

[0012] FIG. 2A is a schematic illustration of a radio-frequency (RF) to direct current (DC)

conversion circuit, according to some embodiments.



[0013] FIG. 2B is a schematic illustration of a RF to DC conversion circuit, according to some

embodiments.

[0014] FIG. 2C is a chart illustrating voltage conversion versus input power in a first RF to DC

conversion circuit, according to some embodiments.

[0015] FIG. 2D is a chart illustrating voltage conversion versus input power in a second RF to

DC conversion circuit, according to some embodiments.

[0016] FIG. 2E is a block diagram of a receiver circuit in a PRU configured to receive power

from a PTU, according to some embodiments.

[0017] FIG. 2F is a block diagram of a receiver circuit in a PRU configured to receive power

from a PTU including a voltage source, according to some embodiments.

[0018] FIG. 3 is a chart illustrating signal strength for a plurality of WI-FI™ signals in a power

harvesting configuration for a PRU, according to some embodiments.

[0019] FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating a PTU, according to some embodiments.

[0020] FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating a PRU including a reserve battery, according to

some embodiments.

[0021] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a power range diagram illustrating different range

configurations between a PTU and a PRU, according to some embodiments.

[0022] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method for intelligent power transfer

management via a micro-controller circuit (MCC) based on optimized mode requirements, according to

some embodiments.

[0023] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method for intelligent power transfer

management via the MCC based on power priority, according to some embodiments.

[0024] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method for managing, from a power

transferring unit, a power transfer to a power receiving unit, according to some embodiments.

[0025] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method for managing, from a power receiving

unit, a power transfer from a power transferring unit, according to some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0026] In autonomous, mobile electronic appliances, power management is an issue that has

direct impact in the performance and market advantage for the device. Thus, in many applications it is

desirable to have extra mobility and autonomy for users as provided by embodiments disclosed herein.

For example, in the area of medical devices such as implanted pacemakers and the like, having

autonomy from battery recharge is desired as much as technologically feasible. Indeed, battery

replacement in such configurations may involve complicated medical, or even surgical procedures. To

the extent that these procedures can be avoided, or made more infrequent, embodiments as disclosed

herein provide an extended power lifetime of the battery of such devices.



[0027] In the field of automotive applications, some embodiments as disclosed herein provide a

central power transmitting unit that can wirelessly access multiple mobile devices (e.g ., cell phones,

laptops, notepads, and the like) within the enclosure of a car by maximizing the charge points

throughout the vehicle. Accordingly, in embodiments as disclosed herein a driver can focus on the

road rather than in looking for a plug to connect a power cord for a device, thereby enhancing road

safety and the convenience of multiple charging points.

[0028] In one aspect, the present disclosure is embodied as a system and method of providing

wireless power intelligently to a device load. Accordingly, embodiments consistent with the present

disclosure transmit a directed power signal wirelessly from a power transferring unit (PTU) to a power

receiving unit (PRU) in a first mode of operation (e.g., when the PRU is in the proximity of a far field

range of the PTU). In other aspects, embodiments as disclosed herein include generating a field (e.g., a

resonant magnetic field) wirelessly and inductively coupled to the PRU at a resonant frequency of a

receiver circuit in a second mode of operation (e.g ., when the PRU is in the proximity of a near field

range of the PTU). Accordingly, in embodiments consistent with the present disclosure, a power

transfer from the PTU to the PRU is managed selectively and efficiently. Embodiments as disclosed

herein deliver power as desired in the first mode of operation, the second mode of operation, or a

combination of both modes simultaneously. Furthermore, embodiments as disclosed herein take into

consideration a power requirement of the PRU, and its range relative to the PTU. In some

embodiments, a PTU may transfer power to a plurality of PRU' s, sorted according to a prioritization

that takes into account the power requirements and range of each PRU relative to the PTU.

[0029] In one embodiment, the PTU includes a far field transmitter configured to wirelessly

transmit a directed power signal. The PTU also includes a source resonator configured to generate a

resonant magnetic field for inductively coupling power to the PRU in the near field range. The PRU

includes a far field receiver configured to wirelessly receive the directed power signal transmitted from

the far field transmitter. The PRU may also include a capture resonator configured to inductively

capture resonant magnetic power in the near field generated by the source resonator.

[0030] Some embodiments include a method of managing multimode transfer of wireless power.

The method includes optimizing the wireless transfer of power from the PTU in at least the first mode

of operation, the second mode of operation, or the two modes of operation simultaneously. The

method includes capturing and receiving the optimized power transferred wirelessly over varying

distances by one or more power receiving units (PRU's). Some embodiments include an MCC

configured to dynamically update a status of a range configuration between the PRU and the PTU to

maximize the amount of power transferred between the devices in a dual mode, when available.

Furthermore, some embodiments include a power harvesting configuration that exploits the large

amount of unused digital data propagating at RF frequencies wirelessly to convert the digital signals

into power transferred to the PRU. In such configuration, the MCC includes the reception and



availability of the digital signals for harvesting. Moreover, in some embodiments the MCC is further

configured to prioritize the desire for power for one or more PRU's in close proximity of the PTU.

Thus, the load on the PTU is optimized for the needs of the one or multiple PRU's benefiting from the

power transfer.

[0031] The present disclosure addresses the shortcomings of existing single-mode wireless

power delivery systems such as low power transfer from a far field source or the limited spatial

freedom of near field power transfer inherent to these technologies. At the same time, embodiments

consistent with the present disclosure obviate a need for traditional wired or cabled power delivery

methods. Advantages of the present disclosure include increased efficiency, added redundancy for

applications where critical loss of available power could be detrimental to the user and optional spatial

versatility when lower power transfer rates are acceptable while providing power to or charging an

electric or electronic device.

[0032] FIG. 1A illustrates a system for providing intelligent wireless power to a device load in

accordance with the principles of the present disclosure, designated generally as 10. The system 10

includes PTU 12 and PRU 14. PTU 12 is configured to transmit a directed power signal 16 wirelessly

in a first mode of operation to PRU 14. In some embodiments, PTU 12 is further configured to

generate an inductively coupled field (e.g., a resonant magnetic field) 18 wirelessly in a second mode

of operation. PRU 14 is configured to receive the directed power signal 16 from PTU 12 when PRU 14

is in the far field range of PTU 12. Further, PRU 14 is also configured to inductively couple a

magnetic field 20 thereof to the resonant magnetic field 18 in the second mode when PRU 14 is in the

proximity of a near field range of PTU 12, as will be explained in detail below.

[0033] PTU 12 includes a far field transmitter 22 configured to wirelessly transmit the directed

power signal 16 and a source resonator 24 configured to generate the resonant magnetic field 18. PRU

14 includes a far field receiver 26 configured to wirelessly receive the directed power signal 16

transmitted from the far field transmitter 22, and a capture resonator 28 configured to capture resonant

magnetic power 18 in the near field generated by the source resonator 24.

[0034] In one embodiment, PTU 12 includes a micro-controller circuit (MCC) 29 operatively

connected to a power source 30 and configured to intelligently induce wireless transfer of power within

the near field, far field or both as required, and to manage the distribution and priorities of power

transfer. A communications circuit 32 is configured to establish communication between PTU 12 and

PRU 14. A PTU amplifier/rectifier circuit 34 is configured to convert the power for the source

resonator 24 and the far field transmitter 22.

[0035] In one embodiment, PRU 14 includes an MCC 36 configured to intelligently manage the

power transfer in the near field mode, the far field mode, or both modes, as desired. A communications

circuit 38 is configured to communicate information between PTU 12 and PRU 14. An



amplifier/rectifier circuit 40 is configured to convert power from a capture resonator 28 and a far field

receiver 26. MCC 36 may be integrated into one or more device loads to be charged or powered.

[0036] In one embodiment, source resonator 24 includes a source coil 42 operatively connected

to an impedance matching circuit (IMC) 44. The capture resonator 28 includes a capture coil 46

operatively connected to IMC 48.A far field transmitter 22 includes a signal conversion module 50 and

a far field transmitter antenna(s) 52 whereby the amplified/rectified power is converted by the signal

conversion module 50 to a power signal suitable for transmission via a far field transmitter antenna(s)

52. A far field receiver 26 includes a signal conversion module 54 and a far field receiver antenna(s)

56.

[0037] The transmitters and resonators convert RF power to power signals at an ISM frequency

band appropriately optimized for the application of the system and within accordance of regulatory

rules and laws governing such wireless operations.

[0038] FIG. IB is a schematic illustration of a PTU 12, according to some embodiments. In

some embodiments, PTU 12 is configured to wirelessly transmit a directed power signal using an RF

antenna 165 to PRU 14 located at least within a far field range from PTU 12, in a first mode of

operation (e.g., "far range" mode). RF antenna 165 may be a far field transmitter configured to

wirelessly transmit the directed power signal to PRU 14 located within the far range of PTU 12. The

directed power signal may include an RF propagating signal suitably tuned to a resonant receiver

circuit in PRU 14 (e.g., at 915 MHz). Moreover, in some embodiments the directed power signal may

also include a selected directionality for the RF propagating signal to make more efficient the power

transfer between PTU 12 and the PRU 14.

[0039] In some embodiments, PTU 12 may also be configured to generate an inductively

coupled field with a Tx resonator 160t, which is resonant with a receiver circuit in PRU 14. An

inductively coupled field may include an RF modulated magnetic field wirelessly transmitted across a

near range in a second mode of operation of PTU 12 (e.g., "near field" mode). In some embodiments,

Tx resonator 160t is configured to generate a magnetic induction field 102 modulated at approximately

6.78 MHz. In some embodiments, and without limitation, the magnetic field may be modulated at a

lower frequency, e.g., 1 MHz, 100's of kHz, or even lower frequencies, depending on range, power,

and other design configurations.

[0040] PTU 12 further includes a micro-controller circuit (MCC) 100 operatively coupled to a

memory circuit 155 and configured to cause PTU 12 to perform a wireless transfer of power in the near

field mode of operation, the far field mode of operation or both as required. In some embodiments,

MCC 100 may be as MCC 29 or MCC 36, described in detail above. Further, in some embodiments

MCC 100 is configured to manage the distribution and priorities of a power transfer between PTU 12

and multiple PRUs 14. Accordingly, in some embodiments PTU 12 includes a communications circuit

132 (e.g., communications circuit 32) configured to communicate information between PTU 12 and



PRU 14. The RF power signal is provided by an RF power supply 130 to amplifier 110. In some

embodiments, RF power supply 130 is controlled by MCC 100.

[0041] Amplifier 110 and passively tuning IC (PTIC) 120 are configured to provide an

amplified RF signal to RF antenna 165, the amplified RF signal tuned to a frequency that is resonant

with a receiver circuit in PRU 14 (e.g., receiver 56). Further, in some embodiments, PTIC 120

includes a coil operatively coupled with an impedance matching circuit (IMC).

[0042] In some embodiments, PTU 12 may be wired to an external power supply (e.g., a

computer, a centralized service station, a wall power, and the like) and configured to receive power

resources. Accordingly a USB-Socket 105 may couple PTU 12 with the external power supply.

[0043] FIG. 1C is a schematic illustration of PRU 14, according to some embodiments. PTU 12

may include a communications circuit 138 (e.g., communications circuit 38) configured to

communicate information between PTU 12 and PRU 14. PRU 14 includes an Rx resonator 160r

configured to receive an inductively coupled field from PTU 12. In some embodiments, the

inductively coupled field is a magnetic field modulated at a low RF (e.g., 6.78 MHz, and the like)

compared to the operation frequency of RF antenna 165 (e.g., 915 MHz). The RF of the magnetic field

tuned to a resonant frequency of Rx resonator 160r. Further, in some embodiments, the resonant

frequency of Rx resonator 160r is tuned to the frequency of the RF modulated magnetic field by a

PTIC 120, described in detail above with regard to PTU 12. Accordingly, in some embodiments, PTIC

120 may include a source coil operatively connected to an impedance matching circuit (IMC). Rx

resonator 160r initiates a power transfer from PTU 12 when PRU 14 is located within a near field range

of PTU 12. Rectifier 125m is configured to convert the inductively coupled field (e.g., a low RF

modulated magnetic field) into a DC power signal including a voltage and a current. DC to DC

converter 115 amplifies the DC power signal from rectifier 125m and provides an inductive power

signal to charge management IC 150. RF antenna 165 is configured to wirelessly receive a directed

power signal transmitted from PTU 12. In some embodiments, RF antenna 165 is a far field receiver

configured to wirelessly receive the directed power signal transmitted from the far field transmitter.

An RF to DC circuit 125rf converts the directed power signal from an RF oscillating signal into a DC

signal having a received voltage and a selected current. Voltage control 127 adjusts the received

voltage to a pre-selected value and provides a directed power signal to charge management IC 150.

[0044] In some embodiments, charge management IC 150 includes a USB controller configured

to handle a USB-type coupling with external devices (e.g., a device 187, USB to USB port 182, and

USB socket 105). Charge management IC 150 provides a power signal to battery 170, at a selected DC

voltage and a selected DC current. Accordingly, charge management IC 150 combines the directed

power signal from voltage control 127 and the inductive power signal to provide a power signal that

charges battery 170. Furthermore, in some embodiments, charge management IC 150 may select only



one or the other of the directed power signal or the inductive power signal, depending on their

availability and the mode of operation of PRU14, to provide the power signal to reserve battery 170.

[0045] In some embodiments, PRU 14 is integrated into device 187 through a device socket 185.

Device 187 may be any type of mobile electronic appliance such as a computer, a laptop computer, a

mobile phone, smart phone, tablet computer, and tablet phone. Furthermore, in some embodiments

device 187 is capable of facilitating and running a software program for the purpose of displaying

session data and offering additional command options for the power transfer session in a visual format.

Moreover, in some embodiments battery 170 is a battery for device 187, integrally installed in device

187, or independently coupled to charge management IC 150.

[0046] In some embodiments, battery 170 is a reserve battery and may be charged via USB

socket 105 and USB port 182 by a direct DC power source such as a laptop/computer, wall adaptor or

power bank. Thus, device 187 may be charged at a later time from the charge in battery 170 (e.g.,

when PRU 14 is unplugged from a DC power source in USB socket 105). Accordingly, in some

embodiments USB socket 105 and USB port 182 may be used for charging device 187 from the direct

DC power source. In some embodiments, device 187 may be a phone externally coupled to USB

socket 105 for charging, as a power bank. Thus, in some embodiments PRU 14 may charge an external

device 187 via USB socket 105, and in some embodiments USB port 185 may receive a direct source

of power coupled through USB socket 105 to charge reserve battery 170. Accordingly, embodiments

consistent with the present disclosure provide device 187 with multiple options for charging.

[0047] PRU 14 includes MCC 100 and memory 155, which may be as described in detail above

with regard to PTU 12. In some embodiments, MCC 100 is configured to control the receiving of the

directed power signal at RF antenna 165 from PTU 12 when PRU 14 is in the proximity of a far field

range of the PTU. Further, in some embodiments MCC 100 is configured to control the coupling of an

inductive field wirelessly provided by PTU 12, to the resonate magnetic field in the second mode when

PRU 14 is in the proximity of a near field coupling range of PTU 12. Accordingly, MCC 100 may be

further configured to control charge management IC 150 wherein power is transferred to PRU 14 from

PTU 12 by managing the directed power signal and the resonant magnetic field to deliver power as

needed by the first mode of operation, the second mode of operation, or both modes of operation and

with consideration to the power requirement of PRU 14, a priority value for transferring power to PRU

14, and a range configuration between PTU 12 and PRU 14. Accordingly, MCC 100 may be

configured to manage and determine the power requirement of PRU 14 and the priority value for

transferring power to PRU 14 in view of the range configuration between PTU 12 and PRU 14.

Furthermore, in some embodiments the power requirement of PRU 14 may include a power

requirement of device 187 docked in device socket 185. Memory 155 may include instructions to

cause MCC 100, upon successfully establishing a communication link with PTU 12 via a

communication protocol, and upon determining the presence of a corresponding software program



installed on a device capable of running the software will provide relevant wireless power transfer

session data in a visual format via said software program. In some embodiments, the second MCC is

integrated into one or more of the IC components in device 187.

[0048] FIG. ID is a schematic illustration of charge management IC 150, configured to manage

a power transfer from PRU 14 to battery 170, according to some embodiments. Battery 170 may be a

part of PRU 14, or may be releasably coupled to PRU 14. Accordingly, battery 170 may in fact be part

of device 187, and be communicatively coupled with PRU 14 through a USB port 182 and device

socket 185. A charge select circuit 104 receives a directed power signal from PRU 14 (e.g., from RF

voltage control 127). A battery charger circuit 106 receives a resonant inductive signal from PRU 14

(e.g., from DC to DC converter 115). In some embodiments, battery charger 106 may be powered by a

USB signal (e.g., 5V from USB socket 105). Surge protect 108 provides the RF voltage as input to

battery 170 and provides a resonant/USB input to battery 170. Surge protect 108 also receives an

output from battery 170 and may include a switch to protect IC 100 from a power surge. Voltage

divider boost 109 receives the power signal from battery 170 through surge protect circuit 108.

Voltage divider boost 109 may provide multiple voltage outputs (e.g., at 5V, at 2.x V, and a ground

voltage level: GND, nominally ' Ο').

[0049] FIG. 2A is a schematic illustration of a RF to DC conversion circuit 225a, according to

some embodiments. RF to DC conversion circuit 225 a may be included in PRU 14 (e.g., RF to DC

circuit 125rf). An input port 230 is coupled to an RF antenna through a PTIC circuit (e.g., RF antenna

165, PTIC circuit 120). Diodes 235-1, 235-2, 235-3, and 235-4 (hereinafter collectively referred to as

"diodes 235") are arranged in a configuration such that an "up-swing" is captured by a capacitor 237-1,

and a "down-swing" is captured by a capacitor 237-2 (hereinafter collectively referred to as "capacitors

237"). The charge of capacitors 237 is integrated in output port 240a as a DC signal.

[0050] FIG. 2B is a schematic illustration of a radio-frequency (RF) to direct current (DC)

conversion circuit 225b, according to some embodiments. Diodes 235 and capacitors 237 may be as

described in detail above, regarding RF to DC conversion circuit 225a. In RF to DC conversion circuit

225b, inductors 239-1, 239-2, and 239-3 (hereinafter, collectively referred to as inductors 239) are

configured to be resonantly tuned to an RF frequency of a directed energy signal (e.g., 915 MHz, and

the like).

[0051] FIG. 2C is a chart 280 illustrating DC voltage conversion versus input power in an RF to

DC conversion circuit, according to some embodiments (e.g., RF to DC conversion circuits 225a and

225b). The abscissae (X-axis) in chart 280 represent the directed power (in dBm, where 1 dBm = 1

milliWatt) at a given RF, and the ordinates (Y-axis) represent the output DC voltage (Volts). Curve

285-1, curve 285-2, curve 285-3, and curve 285-4 (hereinafter, collectively referred to as "curves 285")

illustrate different voltage conversion efficiencies according to specific settings in the RF to DC

conversion circuit. Curves 285 indicate that in a log-log plot (e.g., dBm is a logarithmic power scale),



output DC voltage increases monotonically with input RF power. Without limitation, and for

illustrative purposes only, curves 285 in FIG 2C are obtained for an RF signal operating at 915MHz.

[0052] Embodiments consistent with the present disclosure may use any one of curves 285 to

select an RF value that produces a desired output DC voltage from the directed RF power.

Accordingly, curves 285 may be stored in memory 155 and accessed by MCC 100 in PTU 12 or in

PRU 14 to verify that the power requirements of PRU 14 or the device coupled to it are met as desired.

Furthermore, curves 285 stored in memory 155 may be used by MCC 100 in PTU 12 or in PRU 14 to

determine a power level for the directed energy at a desired RF frequency, based on the DC voltage

requirements of battery 170.

[0053] FIG. 2D is a chart 290 illustrating voltage conversion versus input power in an RF to DC

conversion circuit (e.g., RF to DC conversion circuits 225a and 225b), according to some

embodiments. The abscissae (X-axis) in chart 280 represent the directed power (in dBm) at a given

RF, and the ordinates (Y-axis) represent the output DC voltage (Volts). Curve 295 illustrates different

voltage conversion efficiencies according to specific settings in the RF to DC conversion circuit.

Curve 295 demonstrates efficient and fairly uniform RF power conversion over a broad range of dBm

input levels, which translates into efficient near (e.g., higher input power) and far distance (e.g., lower

input power) power transfer.

[0054] FIG. 2E is a receiver block diagram in PRU 214e configured to receive power from PTU

12, according to some embodiments. RF to DC converter 125rf provides a DC voltage value

conveying a directed RF power transferred by PTU 12. A rectifier 125m may include an RF modulated

magnetic field to DC converter to produce a DC voltage value conveying a near field power transferred

by PTU 12. Switch 250 toggles between the directed RF power and the near field power, selecting

either one to charge battery 170. Moreover, switch 250 may include a tunable combination of the

directed RF power and the near field power according to an optimized relative ratio, determined by

MCC 100. Accordingly, in some embodiments the switch 250 is controlled by MCC 100 which

receives information from battery 170 such as current charge level, and a temperature provided by a

battery temperature sensor 175. A battery booster 270 maybe further configured to enhance the DC

output of PRU 2 14e.

[0055] FIG. 2F is a block diagram of PRU 214f configured to receive power from PTU 12,

according to some embodiments. Switch 255 may be controlled by a processor circuit (e.g., MCC 100,

not shown for clarity) to couple RF to DC converter 125rf to voltage controller 127 when the PRU is in

a first mode of operation (e.g., a far field operation), or to couple RF to DC converter 125rf to ground

in a second mode of operation (e.g., a near field operation). RF to DC converter 125rf provides a DC

voltage value conveying a directed RF power transferred by PTU 12 to voltage control 127. In some

embodiments, PRU 214f includes a voltage source 275 to provide a voltage reference input to voltage

controller 127. Voltage controller 127 provides an output (Vout) that can take different values such as



4.2 V, 3 V, or a Vset value. In some embodiments, the Vset output is set with a resistor to a pre

selected value.

[0056] FIG. 3 is a chart 300 illustrating signal strength for a plurality of wireless RF (e.g., WI-

FI™) signals 305-1 through 305-9 (hereinafter, collectively referred to as "Wi-Fi signals 305") in a

power harvesting configuration for a PRU, according to some embodiments. In chart 300, the

abscissae (X-axis) include a time value (in sees), and the ordinates (Y-axis) indicate an RF power

(dBm). Accordingly, in some embodiments a PRU may be configured to detect and tune the RF

antenna (e.g., RF antenna 165) to one or more of the multiple Wi-Fi signals 305 and harvest the RF

power by coupling an RF to DC converter circuit (e.g., RF to DC converter 125rf) with the RF antenna.

[0057] FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating a PTU 412, according to some embodiments.

Antenna 475. MCC 100 couples power signal (e.g., at 3.3V and +12C) to a transmitter 420 (e.g., an

application-specific IC, ASIC). MCC 100 provides a control signal to LED driver # 1 450-1 and to

LED driver #2 450-2 (hereinafter, collectively referred to as "LED drivers 450"). LED drivers 450

provide signals to turn on/off RGB emitters 455-1 through 455-4 (hereinafter, collectively referred to

as "RGB emitters 455"). Accordingly, RGB emitters 455 light up when PTU 412 is ready for

wirelessly transferring power to a mobile device (e.g., PRU 14, or PRU 214e,f).

[0058] In some embodiments, transmitter 420 transmits a power signal (e.g., at 5V and 6.78

MHz) to gate driver 430. A matching feedback circuit 440 provides adjustable tuning. A protection

circuit 490 may include an over voltage protection (OVP) circuit, an over charge protection (OCP)

circuit, or an over temperature protection (OTP) circuit. Protection circuit 490 also provides an

indication of a local faults to transmitter 420. The local faults may include an excess voltage, excess

charge, or excess temperature. Fault conditions as above may be desirably avoided when transmitter

420 operates in resonance. Accordingly, protection circuit 490 prevents damage to a power amplifier

410 from feedback if there is too much RF reflection from RF receiver 460r. In some embodiments,

OVP circuit prevents over-coupling and damage to a device and system components in a resonant

magnetic environment (e.g., at 6.78MHz, or lower frequencies).

[0059] An input power 401 may be used to provide a power signal (e.g., at 18V and 3-5A) to a

source voltage block 403 (e.g., AUX VDD), which sends a power signal (e.g., at 5V) to RF transmitter

460t, to be transferred to the PRU through Rx antenna 460r (e.g., at 915 MHz). RF transmitter 460t

couples a power signal from source voltage block 403 (e.g., at 5V and 1.8A) to Echo dot 465.

[0060] A source voltage source 405 (VDD) provides a power signal (e.g., at 6V and 2A) to gate

driver 430. Power amplifier 410 amplifies the RF signal from gate driver 430. The amplified RF

signal is passed through an electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter 445 to remove spurious frequency

components. Matching network 442 directs the amplified and filtered RF signal to a specific network

or network device located within range of PTU 412. RF antenna 46l r transmits the directed RF power

signal to the device in the matching network.



[0061] FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating a PRU 414 including a reserve battery 470,

according to some embodiments. A wireless antenna 480 is activated by controller 490 and provides a

signal to a PTU (e.g., PTU 12, or 412). In some embodiments, wireless antenna 480 is a BlueTooth

antenna. For example, the signal provided by wireless antenna 480 to the PTU may indicate a power

requirement for reserve battery 470, or a range configuration between the PTU and PRU 414. DC to

DC converter 115 amplifies a control signal for wireless antenna 480 to controller 490. The control

signal for wireless antenna 480 may be provided by a power management IC (PMIC, e.g., MCC 100).

PMIC 100 provides a 5-9V power signal to mobile device 487, and a3.5-4.2V power signal to reserve

battery 470. Mobile device 487 may also couple with wireless antenna 480 through a bluetooth

connection. Accordingly, mobile device 487 may be an external device docked onto PRU 414 by a

user, for re-charging (e.g., device 187).

[0062] To receive the transferred power form the PTU, PRU 414 includes a resonator 460 that

couples with matching circuit 440. Matching circuit 440 may tune resonator 460 to a particular RF

frequency of an inductively coupled near field power signal provided by the PTU (e.g., an RF resonant

magnetic field). The inductively coupled near field power signal is provided to ASIC 420 and to a

diode 450-1 (e.g., at 5V and 2A). RF antenna 465 is configured to receive an RF directed power

transferred by the PTU, and is coupled with RF to DC circuit 425rf which provides a DC power signal

(e.g., at 5C and 200mA) to an ideal diode 450-2. In some embodiments, a device cable 405 provides

direct power to ideal diode 450-3 (e.g., at 5V and 2.5A). Ideal diodes 450-1 through 450-3 will be

collectively referred to, hereinafter, as "diodes 450" (e.g., diodes 235). The configuration of diodes

450 in PRU 414 enables PMIC 100 to receive power signals from three different sources: inductively

coupled near field power signal, RF directed power signal (both from the PTU), and from an external

source through device cable 405.

[0063] FIG. 5 illustrates a dual session power range diagram 500 illustrating different range

configurations between a PTU and a PRU as disclosed herein. Efficient power transfer desirably

occurs when the PRU is in close proximity to the PTU, such as in a near field range 502. In this way,

the PRU is able to receive power from both a far field transmitter and a source resonator

simultaneously, thus providing higher combined power when applicable. A less efficient power

transfer occurs when the PRU is farther than near field range 502 from the PTU, but closer than a

maximum effective far field range 504. In this range configuration, the PRU may receive power

transferred from the far field source transmitter and may not receive it from the near field resonator in

the PTU (e.g., inductively coupled, RF modulated magnetic field).

[0064] FIG. 6 a illustrates a flow chart of a method 600 for intelligent power transfer between a

PTU and a PRU, based on optimized mode requirements (e.g., PTU 12 and PRU 14). The PRU

provides the transferred power to charge or re-charge a battery (e.g., battery 170). Method 600 may be

performed at least partially by any one of MCC circuits installed in the PTU or the PRU device, (e.g.,



MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC 100), while communicating with each other through a communications

circuit (e.g., communications circuit 32). In some embodiments, method 600 is partially performed by

a PTU in communication with one or more PRU's roaming in the proximity of the PTU. Each of the

one or more PRU's may be handled by a user having access authorization to a power charging service

of the PTU. At least some of the steps in method 600 may be performed by a processor executing

commands stored in a memory (e.g., MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC 100 and memory 155). Methods

consistent with the present disclosure may include at least some, but not all of the steps illustrated in

method 600, performed in a different sequence. Furthermore, methods consistent with the present

disclosure may include at least two or more steps as in method 600 performed overlapping in time, or

almost simultaneously.

[0065] Step 602 includes detecting the PRU in the proximity of the PTU. In some

embodiments, step 602 includes detecting the PRU using a wireless antenna and a wireless

communication protocol including a device-to-device handshake and identification protocol.

[0066] Step 604 includes determining, based on the proximity of the PTU, whether a dual

session is available for power transfer between the PTU and the PRU. In some embodiments, step 606

includes checking, with the MCC in the PTU, or the MCC in the PRU, for the requirements of a dual

session in order to provide a device load with as much power as efficiently possible for charging and

powering of the device load.

[0067] In some embodiments, step 604 may include detecting an altered range between the PTU

and the PRU. For example, an altered range may include the PRU moving into a range from the PTU

where a dual session is no longer available. When an altered range is detected in step 604 then a dual

session may not be available. When step 604 determines that a dual session is available and

appropriate, step 606 includes beginning the dual session and power will be transferred from both near

and far field sources in the PTU, to the PRU. In some embodiments, power transfer between the PTU

and the PRU may be sustained until the PRU initiates the termination of power transfer (e.g., the

battery is fully charged). When power is received by the PRU in the dual session of step 606, step 614

includes determining whether or not there is an altered range configuration status between PTU and

PRU. In some embodiments, step 614 includes testing for a near-field check and far field check

between the PTU and the PRU. If both checks fail, the system returns to step 604 to search for the

availability of a dual session. If step 614 determines the absence of an altered range configurations,

then step 616 includes continue charging the PRU. In some embodiments, step 616 includes

continuing the power transfer from the PTU to the PRU until the PRU initiates the termination of

power transfer.

[0068] When step 604 determines that a dual session is unavailable, then step 608 includes

searching for a near field session. When a near field session is detected, step 612 includes beginning

the near field session. Accordingly, step 612 includes transferring power in the near field from the



PTU to the PRU (e.g., through magnetic induction). Step 618 includes determining whether an altered

range configuration status has occurred. When no altered range configuration status has occurred, step

624 includes continue charging the battery in the near field session. When step 618 determines that an

altered range configuration status has occurred, step 622 includes determining whether the PTU and the

PRU are in a far field configuration. When step 622 confirms that a far field session is available, step

626 includes beginning the far field session for power transfer between the PTU and the PRU. When

step 622 determines that no far field session is available between the PTU and the PRU, method 600 is

repeated from step 604.

[0069] When step 604 determines that no dual session is available, and step 608 determines that

no near field session is available, step 610 includes searching a far field session. If a far field session is

detected in step 610 then step 620 includes beginning a far field session. Further, step 628 detects an

altered range configuration status. When an altered range configuration status is present according to

step 628, method 600 starts again from step 604. When an altered range configuration is not present

according to step 628, then step 630 includes continuing the power transfer from the PTU to the PRU.

In some embodiments, step 630 includes transferring power until the PRU initiates a termination of

power transfer.

[0070] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow chart of a method 700 for intelligent power transfer management

via either the MCC in the PTU or the MCC in the PRU where applicable, based on power priority. The

PRU provides the transferred power to charge or re-charge a battery (e.g., battery 170). Method 700

may be performed at least partially by any one of MCC circuits installed in the PTU or the PRU device,

(e.g., MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC 100), while communicating with each other through a

communications circuit (e.g., communications circuits 32, 38, 132 and 138). In some embodiments,

method 700 is partially performed by a PTU in communication with one or more PRU's roaming in the

proximity of the PTU. Each of the one or more PRU's may be handled by a user having access

authorization to a power charging service of the PTU. At least some of the steps in method 700 may be

performed by a processor executing commands stored in a memory (e.g., MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC

100 and memory 155). Methods consistent with the present disclosure may include at least some, but

not all of the steps illustrated in method 700, performed in a different sequence. Furthermore, methods

consistent with the present disclosure may include at least two or more steps as in method 700

performed overlapping in time, or almost simultaneously.

[0071] Step 702 includes locating a device having a minimal charge. Accordingly, step 702 may

include prioritizing a power transfer to a PRU when a device load is in a low power state. Further, in

some embodiments step 704 includes providing a near field and far field dual session to a PRU having

a particularly low charge status. Step 706 includes determining whether the PRU is in a near field

range. When step 706 determines that the PRU is not in a near field range, then a dual session is

unavailable, and step 706 includes determining whether the PRU in a far field range of the PTU. When



step 706 determines that the PRU is in a far field range of the PTU, step 710 includes transferring

power to the PRU in a far field configuration. When step 706 determines that the PRU is in a near field

range, step 708 may include providing a near field and a far field power transfer configuration.

[0072] Thus, in an embodiment the method of managing multi-mode transfer of wireless power,

includes intelligently optimizing the wireless transfer of power from a multi-mode PTU, and capturing

and receiving the optimized power transferred wirelessly over varying distances by one or more

PRU's. The PTU includes a wireless communication protocol capable of independently identifying

each PRU, engaging one or more identified PRU's, and sensing the range of each engaged PRU

relative to the PTU, thus generating identification and range data.

[0073] The PTU processes the identification and range data to intelligently determine which

mode or modes simultaneously, shall be induced during the wireless power transfer session of each

engaged power receiving unit in a manner that optimizes power transfer rate and efficiency. An

engaged PRU, upon successfully establishing a communication link with the PTU via said

communication protocol, and upon determining the presence of a corresponding software program

installed on a device capable of running the software will provide relevant wireless power transfer

session data in a visual format via the software program.

[0074] The PRU may be integrated into a variety a device selected from a group of electronic

devices consisting of a computer, laptop computer, mobile phone, smart phone, tablet computer, and

tablet phone wherein the device is capable of facilitating and running a software program for the

purpose of displaying session data and offering additional command options for the power transfer

session in a visual format.

[0075] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method 800 for managing, from a power

transferring unit, a power transfer to a power receiving unit, according to some embodiments. Method

800 may be performed at least partially by any one of MCC circuits installed in the PTU or the PRU

device, and executing instructions stored in a memory (e.g., MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC 100 and

memory 155), while communicating with each other through a communications circuit (e.g.,

communications circuits 32, 38, 132, and 138). The PRU provides the transferred power to charge or

re-charge a battery (e.g., battery 170). In some embodiments, method 800 is partially performed by a

PTU in communication with one or more PRU's roaming in the proximity of the PTU. Each of the one

or more PRU's may be handled by a user having access authorization to a power charging service of

the PTU. Methods consistent with the present disclosure may include at least some, but not all of the

steps illustrated in method 800, performed in a different sequence. Furthermore, methods consistent

with the present disclosure may include at least two or more steps as in method 800 performed

overlapping in time, or almost simultaneously.

[0076] Step 802 includes identifying, by the PTU, at least one PRU in a proximity of the PTU.

In some embodiments, step 802 may include identifying multiple PRUs in the proximity of the PTU.



In some embodiments, the PTU includes a wireless communication protocol capable of independently

identifying each PRU, and step 802 includes engaging one or more identified PRU's within a power

range of the PTU.

[0077] Step 804 includes determining whether the PRU is in a near field range or in a far range

of the PTU. In some embodiments, step 804 includes generating identification and range data for each

of the multiple PRUs within a detectable range of the PTU.

[0078] Step 806 includes receiving a power status information from the PRU. In some

embodiments, step 806 may include receiving a power status information from the multiple PRUs in

the proximity of the PTU. Further, in some embodiments step 806 includes prioritizing the power

requirements of the multiple PRUs based on the power status information and other device

characteristics. For example, some PRUs may have a low charge battery, but may also include a

reserve battery that mitigates the need for immediate recharging, and therefore step 806 may include

reducing the priority for power transfer of a PRU including a reserve battery relative to a PRU that

does not include a reserve battery. In some embodiments, step 806 includes determining a priority for

power transfer of at least one of the PRUs based on the determination of whether the PRU is in the near

field range or in the far range of the PTU.

[0079] In some embodiments, the PTU processes the identification and range data of the one or

more PRU's within the power range of the PTU to determine which mode or modes of operation may

be used, even simultaneously, during the wireless power transfer session of each engaged power

receiving unit in a manner that optimizes power transfer rate and efficiency.

[0080] Step 808 includes generating, in the PTU and based on the power status information, a

directed power signal from the PTU to the PRU when the power receiving unit is in proximity of a far

range of the PTU.

[0081] Step 810 includes generating, in the PTU and base on the power status information, an

inductively coupled field that is resonant with the PRU, when the PRU is in the proximity of at least a

near field range of the power transferring unit. In some embodiments, the inductively coupled field is

an RF-modulated magnetic field, and step 810 includes selecting the RF modulation frequency in

resonance with a receiver circuit in the PRU (e.g., Rx resonator 160r). Accordingly, step 810 may

include transferring power from the PTU as needed by the PRU in at least one of a near field

configuration or a far field configuration.

[0082] In some embodiments, step 810 includes verifying the status of the range configuration

between the PTU and the PRU and updating the power transfer mode accordingly. For example, when

the PRU transitions from the far field of the PTU to the near field of the PTU, the transfer mode may

be adjusted from a far field mode only to a combination of a far field mode and a near field mode, or to

a near field mode only configuration.



[0083] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating steps in a method 900 for managing, from a power

receiving unit, a power transfer from a power transferring unit, according to some embodiments. The

PRU provides the transferred power to charge or re-charge a battery (e.g., battery 170). Method 900

may be performed at least partially by any one of MCC circuits installed in the PTU or the PRU device,

executing instructions stored in a memory (e.g., MCC 29, MCC 36, and MCC 100 and memory 155),

while communicating with each other through a communications circuit (e.g., communications circuit

32, 38, 132 and 138). In some embodiments, method 900 is partially performed by a PTU in

communication with one or more PRU's roaming in the proximity of the PTU. Each of the one or

more PRU's may be handled by a user having access authorization to a power charging service of the

PTU. Methods consistent with the present disclosure may include at least some, but not all of the steps

illustrated in method 900, performed in a different sequence. Furthermore, methods consistent with the

present disclosure may include at least two or more steps as in method 900 performed overlapping in

time, or almost simultaneously.

[0084] Step 902 includes identifying, by the PRU, a PTU in a proximity of the PRU.

[0085] Step 904 includes determining whether the PRU is in a near field range or in a far range

of the PTU.

[0086] Step 906 includes transmitting a power status information to the power transferring unit.

[0087] Step 908 includes receiving, in the PRU and based on the power status information, a

directed power signal from the PTU when the PRU is in proximity of a far range of the PTU.

[0088] Step 910 includes receiving, in the PRU and based on the power status information, an

inductively coupled field from the PTU that is resonant with the PRU, when the PRU is in the

proximity of at least a near field range of the power transferring unit. In some embodiments, the

inductively coupled field is an RF-modulated magnetic field, and step 910 includes receiving the

resonant RF-modulated magnetic field with a receiver circuit in the PRU (e.g., Rx resonator 160r).

[0089] The foregoing detailed description has set forth various embodiments of the devices

and/or processes via the use of block diagrams, flowcharts, and/or examples. Insofar as such block

diagrams, flowcharts, and/or examples contain one or more functions and/or operations, it will be

understood by those within the art that each function and/or operation within such block diagrams,

flowcharts, or examples can be implemented, individually and/or collectively, by a wide range of

hardware, software, firmware, or virtually any combination thereof. In one embodiment, several

portions of the subject matter described herein may be implemented via Application Specific Integrated

Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), digital signal processors (DSPs), General

Purpose Processors (GPPs), Microcontroller Units (MCUs), or other integrated formats. However,

those skilled in the art will recognize that some aspects of the embodiments disclosed herein, in whole

or in part, can be equivalently implemented in integrated circuits, as one or more computer programs

running on one or more computers (e.g., as one or more programs running on one or more computer



systems), as one or more programs running on one or more processors (e.g., as one or more programs

running on one or more microprocessors), as firmware, or as virtually any combination thereof, and

that designing the circuitry and/or writing the code for the software/and or firmware would be well

within the skill of one skilled in the art in light of this disclosure.

[0090] In addition, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the mechanisms of some of the

subject matter described herein may be capable of being distributed as a program product in a variety

of forms, and that an illustrative embodiment of the subject matter described herein applies regardless

of the particular type of signal bearing medium used to actually carry out the distribution. Examples of

a signal bearing medium include, but are not limited to, the following: a recordable type medium such

as a floppy disk, a hard disk drive, a Compact Disc (CD), a Digital Video Disk (DVD), a digital tape, a

computer memory, etc.; and a transmission type medium such as a digital and/or an analog

communication medium (e.g., a fiber optic cable, a waveguide, a wired communication link, a wireless

communication link (e.g., transmitter, receiver, transmission logic, reception logic, etc.).

[0091] Those having skill in the art will recognize that the state of the art has progressed to the

point where there is little distinction left between hardware, software, and/or firmware implementations

of aspects of systems; the use of hardware, software, and/or firmware is generally (but not always, in

that in certain contexts the choice between hardware and software can become significant) a design

choice representing cost vs. efficiency tradeoffs. Those having skill in the art will appreciate that there

are various vehicles by which processes and/or systems and/or other technologies described herein can

be effected (e.g., hardware, software, and/or firmware), and that the preferred vehicle will vary with the

context in which the processes and/or systems and/or other technologies are deployed. For example, if

an implementer determines that speed and accuracy are paramount, the implementer may opt for a

mainly hardware and/or firmware vehicle; alternatively, if flexibility is paramount, the implementer

may opt for a mainly software implementation; or, yet again alternatively, the implementer may opt for

some combination of hardware, software, and/or firmware. Hence, there are several possible vehicles

by which the processes and/or devices and/or other technologies described herein may be effected,

none of which is inherently superior to the other in that any vehicle to be utilized is a choice dependent

upon the context in which the vehicle will be deployed and the specific concerns (e.g., speed,

flexibility, or predictability) of the implementer, any of which may vary. Those skilled in the art will

recognize that optical aspects of implementations will typically employ optically-oriented hardware,

software, and or firmware.

[0092] As mentioned above, other embodiments and configurations may be devised without

departing from the spirit of the disclosure and the scope of the appended claims.

[0093] The term "machine-readable storage medium" or "computer readable medium" as used

herein refers to any medium or media that participates in providing instructions or data to processor for

execution. Such a medium may take many forms, including, but not limited to, non-volatile media,



volatile media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical disks,

magnetic disks, or flash memory (e.g., memory 155). Volatile media include dynamic memory (e.g.,

memory 155). Transmission media include coaxial cables, copper wire, and fiber optics, including the

wires that include a bus. Common forms of machine-readable media include, for example, floppy disk,

a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, DVD, any other

optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a

PROM, an EPROM, a FLASH EPROM, any other memory chip or cartridge, or any other medium

from which a computer can read. The machine-readable storage medium can be a machine-readable

storage device, a machine-readable storage substrate, a memory device, a composition of matter

effecting a machine-readable propagated signal, or a combination of one or more of them.

[0094] In one aspect, a method may be an operation, an instruction, or a function and vice versa.

In one aspect, a clause or a claim may be amended to include some or all of the words (e.g.,

instructions, operations, functions, or components) recited in other one or more clauses, one or more

words, one or more sentences, one or more phrases, one or more paragraphs, and/or one or more

claims.

[0095] In a first aspect, a method may include identifying, by a power transferring unit, a power

receiving unit in a proximity of the power transferring unit, determining whether the power receiving

unit is in a near field range or in a far range of the power transferring unit, receiving a power status

information from the power receiving unit, generating, in the power transferring unit and based on the

power status information, a directed energy signal from a power transferring unit to the power

receiving unit when the power receiving unit is within a far range of the power transferring unit, and

generating, in the power transferring unit and based on the power status information, an inductively

coupled field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at

least a near field range of the power transferring unit.

[0096] In some embodiments receiving a power status information from the power receiving

unit includes receiving a charge level of a battery in the power receiving unit, a selected voltage level

for charging the battery, and a selected current level for charging the battery. In addition, some

embodiments further include transitioning the power transferring unit to a power transferring mode

using the directed energy signal when a range configuration status between the power transferring unit

and the power receiving unit is altered. In addition, some embodiments further include simultaneously

generating the directed energy signal and generating the inductively coupled field when the power

receiving unit is within the near field range of the power transferring unit. In addition, some

embodiments further include stopping the inductively coupled field when the power receiving unit is

farther from the power transferring unit than the near field range. In addition, some embodiments

further include stopping the directed energy signal when the power receiving unit is farther from the

power transferring unit than the far range. In addition, in some embodiments identifying a power



receiving unit in a proximity of the power transferring unit includes identifying multiple power

receiving units in the proximity of the power transferring unit, and prioritizing at least one of the power

receiving units according to the power status information for generating the directed energy signal or

for generating the inductively coupled field. In addition, some embodiments further include stopping

the directed energy signal or stopping the inductively coupled field when receiving a power transfer

termination message from the power receiving unit. In addition, some embodiments further include

generating the directed energy signal for a first power receiving unit and generating the inductively

coupled field for a second power receiving unit.

[0097] In a second aspect, a device includes a memory configured to store instructions, and a

processor, configured to execute the instructions to cause the device to perform steps to: identify a

power transferring unit in a proximity of the device, determine whether the device is in a near field

range or in a far range of the power transferring unit, transmit a power status of the device to the power

transferring unit, receive, based on the power status of the device, a directed energy signal from the

power transferring unit when the device is within a far range of the power transferring unit, and

receive, based on the power status, an inductively coupled power that is resonant with the power

receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at least a near field range of the power

transferring unit.

[0098] In some embodiments, the processor includes a passively tuned integrated circuit

configured to tune a radio-frequency antenna to receive the directed energy signal from the power

transferring unit. In some embodiments, the processor includes a passively tuned integrated circuit to

tune a receiving resonator in resonance with the inductively coupled field. In some embodiments, the

device further includes a radio-frequency to direct-current converter, and a direct-current to direct

current converter, to provide a direct-current power signal to a battery. In some embodiments, the

device further includes a circuit configured to convert the directed energy signal and the inductively

coupled field to a direct current signal to charge a battery in the device. In some embodiments, the

processor includes a power management circuit configured to receive a first power from the directed

energy signal and a second power from the inductively coupled field, and to determine a total power

provided to a battery in the device based on the first power and the second power. In some

embodiments, the device further includes a first circuit to convert the directed energy signal to a first

direct current power, and a second circuit to convert the inductively coupled field into a second direct

current power, wherein the first direct current power and the second direct current power are provided

to charge a battery in the device.

[0099] In a third aspect, a method includes identifying, by a power receiving unit, a power

transferring unit in a proximity of the power receiving unit, determining whether the power receiving

unit is in a near field range or in a far range of the power transferring unit, transmitting a power status

to the power transferring unit, receiving, in the power receiving unit and based on the power status, a



directed energy signal from the power transferring unit to the power receiving unit when the power

receiving unit is within a far range of the power transferring unit, and receiving, in the power receiving

unit and based on the power status, an inductively coupled field that is resonant with the power

receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at least a near field range of the power

transferring unit.

[0100] In addition, in some embodiments, transmitting a power status to the power transferring

unit includes transmitting a charge level of a battery in the power receiving unit, a selected voltage

level for charging the battery, and a selected current level for charging the battery. In addition, in some

embodiments the method further includes transmitting a power transfer termination message to the

power transferring unit when a battery is fully charged in the power receiving unit. In addition, in

some embodiments the method further includes identifying a wireless communication signal and

converting the wireless communication signal to a direct current power signal to charge a battery in the

power receiving unit.

[0101] In a fourth aspect, a devices includes a wireless receiver configured to detect a selected

frequency emitted by a power transfer device, a processor configured to identify the power transfer

device and to determine a range configuration relative to the power transfer device, at least one power

receiving circuit configured to be tuned at a selected frequency based on an identity of the power

transfer device, a converter circuit configured to convert an oscillating signal at the selected frequency

from the power receiving circuit into a direct-current signal, and a docking port configured to receive

an external device, and to transmit the direct-current signal to the external device, for charging,

wherein the processor selects between a radiative power mode and a near field power mode in the at

least one power receiving circuit according to the range configuration relative to the power transfer

device.

[0102] In some embodiments, the at least one power receiving circuit includes a tunable radio-

frequency receiver configured to operate in the radiative power mode and a magnetic induction

resonator configured to operate in the near field power mode. In addition, in some embodiments the

device further includes a battery and a direct-current terminal configured to receive a second direct-

current signal from an external source to charge the battery. In addition, in some embodiments the

device further includes a reserve battery configured to receive at least a first portion of the direct-

current signal, and provide at least a second portion of the direct-current signal to the external device.

In addition, in some embodiments the wireless receiver is configured to detect multiple wireless signals

operating at multiple frequencies, and the processor is configured to cause the at least one power

receiving circuit to be tuned at a frequency of one of the wireless signals and to cause the converter

circuit to convert the one of the wireless signals into the direct-current signal. In addition, in some

embodiments the device further includes a power protection circuit configured to determine a fault

condition in the direct-current signal, the fault condition including one of an over voltage condition, an



over charge condition, and an over temperature condition. In addition, in some embodiments the

device further includes an amplifier circuit configured to amplify the oscillating signal a the selected

frequency prior to the converter circuit. In addition, in some embodiments the device further includes

an indicator to indicate the range configuration to a user. In addition, in some embodiments the device

further includes a switch to select between the radiative power mode and the near field power mode,

the switch configured to be manually operated by a user or automatically controlled by the processor.

In addition, in some embodiments the device further includes a voltage controller to adjust a voltage of

the direct-power signal according to a configuration of the external device.

[0103] In a fifth aspect, a method of charging a mobile electronic device includes detecting, with

a power receiving unit a power transferring unit, identifying the power transferring unit and

determining a range configuration between the power transferring unit and the power receiving unit,

tuning, in the power receiving unit, a power receiving circuit at a selected frequency based on an

identity of the power transferring unit, converting a signal oscillating at the selected frequency into a

direct-current signal, docking the mobile electronic device into a docking port in the power receiving

unit, and transmitting the direct-current signal to the mobile electronic device through the docking port,

wherein converting the signal oscillating at the selected frequency includes selecting between a

radiative power mode and a near field power mode according to the range configuration between the

power transferring unit and the power receiving unit.

[0104] In addition, in some embodiments tuning, in the power receiving unit, a power receiving

circuit at a selected frequency includes tuning at least one of a tunable radio-frequency receiver

configured to operate in the radiative power mode and a magnetic induction resonator configured to

operate in the near field power mode. In addition, in some embodiments the method further includes

receiving in a battery through a direct-current terminal a second direct-current signal from an external

source to charge the battery. In addition, in some embodiments the method further includes receiving,

in a reserve battery, at least a first portion of the direct-current signal, and providing at least a second

portion of the direct-current signal from the reserve battery to the mobile electronic device. In

addition, in some embodiments the method further includes receiving, in a wireless receiver, multiple

wireless signals operating at multiple frequencies, tuning the at least one power receiving circuit at a

frequency of one of the wireless signals, and converting in a converter circuit the one of the wireless

signals into the direct-current signal. In addition, in some embodiments the method further includes

determining with a power protection circuit a fault condition in the direct-current signal, the fault

condition including one of an over voltage condition, an over charge condition, and an over

temperature condition. In addition, in some embodiments the method further includes amplifying, with

an amplifier circuit, the signal oscillating at the selected frequency, prior to converting the signal

oscillating at the selected frequency into a direct-power signal. In addition, in some embodiments the

method further includes indicating, in an indicator, the range configuration between the power



transferring unit and the power receiving unit to a user. In addition, in some embodiments the method

further includes selecting, with a switch, between the radiative power mode and the near field power

mode, the switch configured to be manually operated by a user or automatically controlled by a

processor. In addition, in some embodiments the method further includes adjusting a voltage of the

direct-power signal with a voltage controller, according to a configuration of the mobile electronic

device.

[0105] Phrases such as an aspect, the aspect, another aspect, some aspects, one or more aspects,

an implementation, the implementation, another implementation, some implementations, one or more

implementations, an embodiment, the embodiment, another embodiment, some embodiments, one or

more embodiments, a configuration, the configuration, another configuration, some configurations, one

or more configurations, the subject technology, the disclosure, the present disclosure, other variations

thereof and alike are for convenience and do not imply that a disclosure relating to such phrase(s) is

essential to the subject technology or that such disclosure applies to all configurations of the subject

technology. A disclosure relating to such phrase(s) may apply to all configurations, or one or more

configurations. A disclosure relating to such phrase(s) may provide one or more examples. A phrase

such as an aspect or some aspects may refer to one or more aspects and vice versa, and this applies

similarly to other foregoing phrases.

[0106] A reference to an element in the singular is not intended to mean "one and only one"

unless specifically stated, but rather "one or more." The term "some," refers to one or more.

Underlined and/or italicized headings and subheadings are used for convenience only, do not limit the

subject technology, and are not referred to in connection with the interpretation of the description of

the subject technology. Relational terms such as first and second and the like may be used to

distinguish one entity or action from another without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such

relationship or order between such entities or actions. All structural and functional equivalents to the

elements of the various configurations described throughout this disclosure that are known or later

come to be known to those of ordinary skill in the art are expressly incorporated herein by reference

and intended to be encompassed by the subject technology. Moreover, nothing disclosed herein is

intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of whether such disclosure is explicitly recited in the

above description. No claim element is to be construed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. §112, sixth

paragraph, unless the element is expressly recited using the phrase "means for" or, in the case of a

method claim, the element is recited using the phrase "step for."

[0107] While this specification contains many specifics, these should not be construed as

limitations on the scope of what may be claimed, but rather as descriptions of particular

implementations of the subject matter. Certain features that are described in this specification in the

context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in combination in a single embodiment.

Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single embodiment can also be



implemented in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable subcombination. Moreover,

although features may be described above as acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed

as such, one or more features from a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the

combination, and the claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination or variation of a

subcombination.

[0108] The subject matter of this specification has been described in terms of particular aspects,

but other aspects can be implemented and are within the scope of the following claims. For example,

while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood as

requiring that such operations be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that

all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results. The actions recited in the claims

can be performed in a different order and still achieve desirable results. As one example, the processes

depicted in the accompanying figures do not necessarily require the particular order shown, or

sequential order, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and parallel

processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system components in the

aspects described above should not be understood as requiring such separation in all aspects, and it

should be understood that the described program components and systems can generally be integrated

together in a single software product or packaged into multiple software products.

[0109] The title, background, brief description of the drawings, abstract, and drawings are

hereby incorporated into the disclosure and are provided as illustrative examples of the disclosure, not

as restrictive descriptions. It is submitted with the understanding that they will not be used to limit the

scope or meaning of the claims. In addition, in the detailed description, it can be seen that the

description provides illustrative examples and the various features are grouped together in various

implementations for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure. The method of disclosure is not to be

interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed subject matter requires more features than are

expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the claims reflect, inventive subject matter lies in less than

all features of a single disclosed configuration or operation. The claims are hereby incorporated into

the detailed description, with each claim standing on its own as a separately claimed subject matter.

[0110] The claims are not intended to be limited to the aspects described herein, but are to be

accorded the full scope consistent with the language claims and to encompass all legal equivalents.

Notwithstanding, none of the claims are intended to embrace subject matter that fails to satisfy the

requirements of the applicable patent law, nor should they be interpreted in such a way.



CLAIMS

1. A method, comprising:

identifying, by a power transferring unit, a power receiving unit in a proximity of the power

transferring unit;

determining whether the power receiving unit is in a near field range or in a far range of the

power transferring unit;

receiving a power status information from the power receiving unit;

generating, in the power transferring unit and based on the power status information, a directed

energy signal from a power transferring unit to the power receiving unit when the power receiving unit

is within a far range of the power transferring unit; and

generating, in the power transferring unit and based on the power status information, an

inductively coupled field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit

is within at least a near field range of the power transferring unit.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein receiving a power status information from the power

receiving unit comprises receiving a charge level of a battery in the power receiving unit, a selected

voltage level for charging the battery, and a selected current level for charging the battery.

3 . The method of claims 1 and 2, further comprising transitioning the power transferring unit

to a power transferring mode using the directed energy signal when a range configuration status

between the power transferring unit and the power receiving unit is altered.

4 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 3, further comprising simultaneously generating

the directed energy signal and generating the inductively coupled field when the power receiving unit

is within the near field range of the power transferring unit.

5 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 4, further comprising stopping the inductively

coupled field when the power receiving unit is farther from the power transferring unit than the near

field range.

6 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 5, further comprising stopping the directed

energy signal when the power receiving unit is farther from the power transferring unit than the far

range.

7 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 6, wherein identifying a power receiving unit in

a proximity of the power transferring unit comprises identifying multiple power receiving units in the

proximity of the power transferring unit, and prioritizing at least one of the power receiving units

according to the power status information for generating the directed energy signal or for generating

the inductively coupled field.

8 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 7, further comprising stopping the directed

energy signal or stopping the inductively coupled field when receiving a power transfer termination

message from the power receiving unit.



9 . The method of any one of claims 1 through 8, further comprising generating the directed

energy signal for a first power receiving unit and generating the inductively coupled field for a second

power receiving unit.

10. A device, comprising:

a memory configured to store instructions; and

a processor, configured to execute the instructions to cause the device to perform steps to:

identify a power transferring unit in a proximity of the device;

determine whether the device is in a near field range or in a far range of the power transferring

unit;

transmit a power status of the device to the power transferring unit;

receive, based on the power status of the device, a directed energy signal from the power

transferring unit when the device is within a far range of the power transferring unit; and

receive, based on the power status, an inductively coupled power that is resonant with the

power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at least a near field range of the power

transferring unit.

11. The device of claim 10, wherein the processor comprises a passively tuned integrated circuit

configured to tune a radio-frequency antenna to receive the directed energy signal from the power

transferring unit.

12. The device of claims 10 and 11, wherein the processor comprises a passively tuned

integrated circuit to tune a receiving resonator in resonance with the inductively coupled field.

13. The device of any one of claims 10 through 12, further comprising a radio-frequency to

direct-current converter, and a direct-current to direct current converter, to provide a direct-current

power signal to a battery.

14. The device of any one of claims 10 through 13, further comprising a circuit configured to

convert the directed energy signal and the inductively coupled field to a direct current signal to charge

a battery in the device.

15. The device of any one of claims 10 through 14, wherein the processor comprises a power

management circuit configured to receive a first power from the directed energy signal and a second

power from the inductively coupled field, and to determine a total power provided to a battery in the

device based on the first power and the second power.

16. The device of any one of claims 10 through 15, further comprising a first circuit to convert

the directed energy signal to a first direct current power, and a second circuit to convert the inductively

coupled field into a second direct current power, wherein the first direct current power and the second

direct current power are provided to charge a battery in the device.

17. A method, comprising



identifying, by a power receiving unit, a power transferring unit in a proximity of the power

receiving unit;

determining whether the power receiving unit is in a near field range or in a far range of the

power transferring unit;

transmitting a power status to the power transferring unit;

receiving, in the power receiving unit and based on the power status, a directed energy signal

from the power transferring unit to the power receiving unit when the power receiving unit is within a

far range of the power transferring unit; and

receiving, in the power receiving unit and based on the power status, an inductively coupled

field that is resonant with the power receiving unit, when the power receiving unit is within at least a

near field range of the power transferring unit.

18 . The method of claim 17, wherein transmitting a power status to the power transferring unit

comprises transmitting a charge level of a battery in the power receiving unit, a selected voltage level

for charging the battery, and a selected current level for charging the battery.

19. The method of claims 17 and 18, further comprising transmitting a power transfer

termination message to the power transferring unit when a battery is fully charged in the power

receiving unit.

20. The method of any one of claims 17 through 19, further comprising identifying a wireless

communication signal and converting the wireless communication signal to a direct current power

signal to charge a battery in the power receiving unit.

2 1. A device comprising:

a wireless receiver configured to detect a selected frequency emitted by a power transfer device;

a processor configured to identify the power transfer device and to determine a range

configuration relative to the power transfer device;

at least one power receiving circuit configured to be tuned at a selected frequency based on an

identity of the power transfer device;

a converter circuit configured to convert an oscillating signal at the selected frequency from the

power receiving circuit into a direct-current signal; and

a docking port configured to receive an external device, and to transmit the direct-current signal

to the external device, for charging, wherein the processor selects between a radiative power mode and

a near field power mode in the at least one power receiving circuit according to the range configuration

relative to the power transfer device.

22. The device of claim 2 1, wherein:

the at least one power receiving circuit comprises a tunable radio-frequency receiver configured

to operate in the radiative power mode and a magnetic induction resonator configured to operate in the

near field power mode.



23. The device of claims 2 1 and 22, further comprising a battery and a direct-current terminal

configured to receive a second direct-current signal from an external source to charge the battery.

24. The device of claims 2 1 through 23, further comprising a reserve battery configured to

receive at least a first portion of the direct-current signal, and provide at least a second portion of the

direct-current signal to the external device.

25. The device of claims 2 1 through 24, wherein the wireless receiver is configured to detect

multiple wireless signals operating at multiple frequencies, and the processor is configured to cause the

at least one power receiving circuit to be tuned at a frequency of one of the wireless signals and to

cause the converter circuit to convert the one of the wireless signals into the direct-current signal.

26. The device of claims 2 1 through 25, further comprising a power protection circuit

configured to determine a fault condition in the direct-current signal, the fault condition comprising

one of an over voltage condition, an over charge condition, and an over temperature condition.

27. The device of claims 2 1 through 26, further comprising an amplifier circuit configured to

amplify the oscillating signal a the selected frequency prior to the converter circuit.

28. The device of claims 2 1 through 27, further comprising an indicator to indicate the range

configuration to a user.

29. The device of claims 2 1 through 28, further comprising a switch to select between the

radiative power mode and the near field power mode, the switch configured to be manually operated by

a user or automatically controlled by the processor.

30. The device of claims 2 1 through 29, further comprising a voltage controller to adjust a

voltage of the direct-power signal according to a configuration of the external device.

31. A method of charging a mobile electronic device, comprising:

detecting, with a power receiving unit a power transferring unit;

identifying the power transferring unit and determining a range configuration between the

power transferring unit and the power receiving unit;

tuning, in the power receiving unit, a power receiving circuit at a selected frequency based on

an identity of the power transferring unit;

converting a signal oscillating at the selected frequency into a direct-current signal;

docking the mobile electronic device into a docking port in the power receiving unit; and

transmitting the direct-current signal to the mobile electronic device through the docking port,

wherein converting the signal oscillating at the selected frequency comprises selecting between a

radiative power mode and a near field power mode according to the range configuration between the

power transferring unit and the power receiving unit.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein tuning, in the power receiving unit, a power receiving

circuit at a selected frequency comprises tuning at least one of a tunable radio-frequency receiver



configured to operate in the radiative power mode and a magnetic induction resonator configured to

operate in the near field power mode.

33. The method of claims 3 1 and 32, further comprising receiving in a battery through a direct-

current terminal a second direct-current signal from an external source to charge the battery.

34. The method of claims 3 1 through 33, further comprising receiving, in a reserve battery, at

least a first portion of the direct-current signal, and providing at least a second portion of the direct-

current signal from the reserve battery to the mobile electronic device.

35. The method of claims 3 1 through 34, further comprising:

receiving, in a wireless receiver, multiple wireless signals operating at multiple frequencies,

tuning the at least one power receiving circuit at a frequency of one of the wireless signals, and

converting in a converter circuit the one of the wireless signals into the direct-current signal.

36. The method of claims 3 1 through 35, further comprising determining with a power

protection circuit a fault condition in the direct-current signal, the fault condition comprising one of an

over voltage condition, an over charge condition, and an over temperature condition.

37. The method of claims 3 1 through 36, further comprising amplifying, with an amplifier

circuit, the signal oscillating at the selected frequency, prior to converting the signal oscillating at the

selected frequency into a direct-power signal.

38. The method of claims 3 1 through 37, further comprising indicating, in an indicator, the

range configuration between the power transferring unit and the power receiving unit to a user.

39. The method of claims 3 1 through 38, further comprising selecting, with a switch, between

the radiative power mode and the near field power mode, the switch configured to be manually

operated by a user or automatically controlled by a processor.

40. The method of claims 3 1 through 39, further comprising adjusting a voltage of the direct-

power signal with a voltage controller, according to a configuration of the mobile electronic device.
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